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EXCHANGE RATES 

High Tenacity Yarn-25-09-2021

Aramid-25-09-2021

*For natural reduce USD 2.50/Kgs from above prices

*For Black please add USD 2.50/Kgs in above prices. NFPA

2112 passed , FOB

VSF - 25-09-2021

ASF(Acrylic Staple fiber)

U.S Futures Daily Cotton Market- 25-09-2021

China Cotton Index (CC Index)

Cotton yarn prices – India – 25-09-2021

Yarn prices are expected to remain firm in short term based on

good demand in domestic market and higher raw cotton prices.

*Above prices are based on exports

100% PP Non Woven Fabric
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Bangladesh garment and textile machinery imports
decline in FY 21
Innovations to help China’s luxe brands retain sheen
despite official crackdown
Pakistan: EU extends GSP plus status with six new
Conventions
Japanese apparel firms in dilemma over Xinjiang
cotton
Lenzing Expands Carbon-Zero Tencel Fibers To
Refibra
ADB trims developing Asia 2021 growth outlook to
7.1%
Bangladesh to tap into costlier Asian spot LNG market
amid acute energy shortages

Exporters welcome T.N. export policy
Single window portal for investors launched with 9
States
Bouncing back, garment inc faces tax needles
Combine investments in textiles under PLI: official
Punjab mandis see 50-fold rise in cotton arrival this
year
Pink bollworm attack on cotton at alarming levels,
farmers panic
I-T department detects Rs 350 crore stashed
abroad after raids on textile firm
Kharif cotton procurement should begin in
November: Maharashtra minister



Highlights

GRAPHENE YARN
Graphene is a one-atom-thick layer of carbon atoms arranged in a
hexagonal lattice. Thanks to its physical characteristics, graphene
has a set of astonishing properties which repeatedly earn it the
title “wonder material”. 

Graphene fiber is a new high performance carbonaceous fiber
with rich functionalities. Its creation significantly demonstrates a
novel protocol to fabricate carbonaceous fibers just from mineral
graphite. 

The researchers made a thin film of graphene oxide by chemically
exfoliating graphite into graphene flakes, which were then mixed
with water and concentrated by centrifugation into a thick slurry.
The slurry was then spread by bar coating -- something like a
squeegee -- across a large plate. 

Graphene has a very high melting point and is very strong because
of its large regular arrangement of carbon atoms joined by
covalent bonds . Like graphite, graphene conducts electricity well
because it has delocalised electrons that are free to move through
its structure.
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Graphene oxide dyeing was accomplished on the woven fabric
using pad dry cure method.
The graphene enhanced the electrical conductivity, and tensile
strength with the number of dyeing cycles.
The developed nanocomposites improved the electrical
conductivity and washing stability against several washes.
The resultant textile electrodes showed better sensor response
with higher skin contact and low impedance.


